Role of the LTR region between the enhancer and promoter in mink cell focus-forming murine leukemia virus pathogenesis.
Long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences are important determinants of mink cell focus-forming (MCF) murine leukemia virus pathogenesis. These sequences include the enhancer and sequences between the enhancer and promoter (DEN). In a previous study we showed that a virus missing the DEN region in its LTR was severely attenuated in its ability to induce thymic lymphoma. In this study we observed that a virus with an LTR consisting of DEN but no enhancer sequences was pathogenic. We compared the pathogenicity of this DEN virus with other LTR mutant MCF13 viruses that contained a single enhancer (1R) or a single enhancer plus DEN (1R + DEN). All LTR mutant viruses generated thymic lymphoma, however, at a much lower incidence and with a longer latency compared with wild-type (WT) MCF13 virus. DEN virus replication in the thymus was the lowest compared with the 1R and 1R + DEN viruses. Viral replication in a different thymic subpopulation could not explain the decreased pathogenicity of the LTR mutant viruses compared with WT virus. However, lower levels of mutant virus replication in the thymus compared with WT during the preleukemic period may contribute to the attenuation of pathogenicity. The phenotype of tumors induced by the mutant viruses was similar and differed from tumors induced by WT virus by the presence of CD3(-)CD4(-)CD8(-) cells. Analysis of LTR sequences of infectious virus rescued from tumors induced by the 1R and 1R + DEN viruses showed that amplification of enhancer sequences had occurred during tumor development. The lack of DEN virus expression by tumor cells led us to propose that DEN sequences may play a role at an early step in tumorigenesis.